Reflections from the 3 OWG meeting in New York. May 22‐24‐2013

A bit on form and process:
‐

The OWG meetings are mostely dominated by statements from the regional groups, memberstates
and the so called troikas which is from the memberstates that share a seat in the OWG.

‐

There are expertpanel presentations followed by discussions among the memberstates and other
stakeholders. These are very non‐political and rather technical and questioning. On the basis of the
expertpanel discussions both Co‐chairs and some memberstates urged that the discussion became
more interactive and less reading statements.

‐

Co‐chairs asked for inputs for how the many discussionscan be formatted into goals, targets and
indicators. Many countries opposed this, saying it is still too early in the process to define goals etc.

‐

It is still unsure how the process will be followed up upon after February when the OWG meetings
end and until the report has to be given to the GA in September 2013. It is however very plausible
that it will be in some form of inter‐governmental negotiating. It is the Co‐chairs that are
responsible and lead this process. It is also unsure what kind of repost will come out in September
2013 and how specific it will be on goals, targets and indicators.

‐

The process between September 2013‐2015 is also still unclear but expected to be more
formulated in September 2013.

A bit on CSO participation:
‐

As something new and innovative CSO’s / Major Groups are invited to join the memberstates and
the Co‐chairs in form of a morning meeting 8‐9 am. (pre‐OWG 9am.‐6 pm.). The CSO’s have the
possibility to engage in the discussion with statements and comments. The Co‐chairs seemed very
engaged in this process but there was not many memberstates present at these morning meetings
– except form the Nordic countries. There is a feeling that somehow the CSO’s are talking mostly to
eachother.

‐

Also Major Groups are allowed to intervene during the session.

On substance: Tendencies in the debate during the 3. OWG session:
‐

UN Task Team (TST) have provided briefing notes for each of the debated themes prior to the
session. These have been found very relevant and can be found here:
http://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/index.php?menu=1528

‐

Co‐chairs provided a one page bullet summary not including all the issues but giving an overview of
the contents. Additionally, Co‐chairs provided a “concluding remarks” from the session. Both can
be found here: http://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/index.php?menu=1528

‐

For a more detailed summary of the 3. OWG session please refer to:

http://www.iisd.ca/sdgs/owg3/

Some reflections of the discussions:
‐

Broad agreement on the need to consider interlinkages, but acknowledgment that more
discussions is needed on how these should be reflected in goals and targets e.g. via clustering of
issues or through cross‐referential targets.

‐

Broad consensus about water as a crucial aspect for sustainable development and need priority in
the new framework. Many memberstates including Denmark proclaimed a separate goal for water.

‐

Also water is seen as crosscutting in many other themes such as agriculture.

‐

Broad recognition of food security and nutrition; sustainable agriculture such as land degradation,
decertification is a priority in the new framework. But how many goals and what targets caused
disagreements.

‐

There was support to a land‐degradation neutral world but if it will a goal is unclear.

‐

Increased agricultural productivity and efficiency of resource use will be needed. Including looking
at western subsidiary structures, protection of markets and looking at root causes to price volatility
hereunder over consumption.

‐

Smallholders, including importantly women framers, pastoralists, and indigenous peoples deserve
particular focus when crafting agricultural policies; access to land and credit need attention.

‐

Womens role in sustainable agriculture and their empowerment was mentioned by several
memberstates and stakeholders.

